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We consider a scenario in which an extra bottom Yukawa coupling can drive electroweak baryogenesis
in the general two-Higgs doublet model. It is found that the new bottom Yukawa coupling with Oð0.1Þ in
magnitude can generate the sufficient baryon asymmetry without conflicting existing data. We point out
that future measurements of the bottom Yukawa coupling at High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider and
International Linear Collider, together with the CP asymmetry of B → Xsγ at SuperKEKB provide
exquisite probes for this scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe
(BAU) is firmly established by various cosmological
observations such as the cosmic microwave background
and big-bang nucleosynthesis [1]. However, its origin is
still unclear, which motivates one to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM).
A plethora of baryogenesis scenarios have been pro-

posed so far. After the discovery of the Higgs boson at
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in 2012 [2], significant
attention has been paid in particular to electroweak baryo-
genesis (EWBG) [3,4] for its close connection to Higgs
physics. One of the necessary conditions for the successful
EWBG is that electroweak phase transition (EWPT) is
strongly first order, which requires an extra particle with a
mass of sub-TeV that couples to the Higgs boson. Well-
studied examples are new scalar or vector particles that
modify the Higgs potential by tree-level mixings and/or
loop effects. In addition to these conventional cases, it has
been pointed out that even fermions could induce such an
effect if they couple to the Higgs boson strongly [5] (for a
recent study, see Ref. [6]). But in this case, additional
bosonic degrees of freedom are needed to evade vacuum
instability.
Furthermore, CP violation relevant to EWBG often

arises from Higgs-Yukawa interactions. Therefore, the

Higgs signal strengths are inevitably modified by the
new physics (NP) effects.
Recently, the Higgs boson decay to bottom quarks has

been observed at the LHC. Its signal strength relative to the
SM expectation is 1.01� 0.12ðstat:Þþ0.16−0.15ðsyst:Þ at ATLAS
[7] and μ ¼ 1.04� 0.14ðstat:Þ � 0.14ðsyst:Þ at CMS [8],
respectively. While the measured values are consistent with
the SM, however, there still exists sufficient room for NP.
The NP effects in the bottom sector are of great

importance for B physics as well. In addition to the ongoing
LHCb experiment, Belle-II at KEKwill start collecting data
(phase 3) in early 2019 and accumulate it up to 50 ab−1 by
2024. One of the goals is to search for CP violation beyond
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) framework [9].
It is of broad interest whether such a CP violation can be
related to the BAU.
In this paper, we consider a scenario in which additional

bottom Yukawa coupling is responsible for the BAU and
discuss its implications to collider phenomenology as well
as B physics, especially B → Xsγ. We take the general two
Higgs double model (G2HDM) [10] as a benchmark
model. For previous studies of EWBG in the model, see,
e.g., Refs. [11–17]. For instance, in Ref. [16] a scenario in
which BAU is sourced by new CP violation in the up-type
Yukawa couplings is considered. This EWBG scenario is
very efficient as long as an extra top Yukawa coupling is
complex and Oð0.1–1Þ in magnitude. In such a case, there
is no strong motivation to consider additionalCP violations
in the down-type Yukawa couplings. In the current analy-
sis, however, we explore the EWBG possibility assuming
that the up-type Yukawa couplings do not provide any new
CP violations. Therefore, the current analysis is comple-
mentary to the above top-driven scenario. While it is also
discussed that the CP violation required to generate BAU
may also come from a flavor-changing bottom Yukawa
coupling [14] and evade the constraint from electric dipole
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moments (EDMs) of the electron; however, it is a well-
known fact that the flavor-diagonal Yukawa couplings are
muchmore efficient [12,13,15,16]. Therefore, such possibil-
ities should also be clarified in the bottom transport scenario.
In contrast to the claim of Ref. [14], we cannot find any
successful EWBG regions utilizing the flavor-changing
bottom Yukawa coupling in our numerical analysis.
We point out that the extra flavor-diagonal bottom

Yukawa coupling of Oð0.1Þ in magnitude can offer the
successful EWBG without upsetting existing experimental
constraints. It is found that, except for some corner of the
parameter space, most EWBG-viable regions can fully be
covered by Higgs signal strength measurements at High-
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) and future colliders such
as International Linear Collider (ILC). Besides, such a
scenario can also be tested by B physics observables,
especially the branching ratio and CP asymmetry of
B → Xsγ at SuperKEKB.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss

the formalism for EWBG via bottom transport. Section III
is dedicated to the experimental constraints on the param-
eter space, which is relevant for baryogenesis. The results
are summarized in Sec. IV, with some discussions and the
conclusion in Sec. V.

II. BAU VIA BOTTOM TRANSPORT

The Yukawa interactions of the G2HDM in a generic
basis are parametrized as

−LY ¼ f̄LðY1Φ1 þ Y2Φ2ÞfR þ H:c:; ð1Þ

where Φ1;2 are the Higgs doublets whose vacuum expect-
ation values (VEVs) are parametrized as v1 and v2,
respectively, and f ¼ u, d, e. In the mass eigenbasis of
the fermions and Higgs bosons, one has

−LY ∋ f̄Ly
f
ϕfRϕþ ū½VρdPR − ρu†VPL�dHþ þ H:c:; ð2Þ

where PL;R ¼ ð1 ∓ γ5Þ=2, V is the CKM matrix, Hþ is the
charged scalar and ϕ ¼ h, H, A, with h identified as
125 GeV boson, and H and A are CP-even and CP-odd
scalars, respectively. yfϕ are the 3 × 3 matrices defined,
respectively, as

yfhij ¼
λfiffiffiffi
2

p δijsβ−α þ
ρfijffiffiffi
2

p cβ−α; ð3Þ

yfHij ¼
λfiffiffiffi
2

p δijcβ−α −
ρfijffiffiffi
2

p sβ−α; ð4Þ

yfAij ¼∓ iρfijffiffiffi
2

p ; ð5Þ

where i, j are flavor indices, λfi ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
mf

i =vðv¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v21þv22

p
¼

246GeVÞ, sβ−α ¼ sinðβ − αÞ, and cβ−α ¼ cosðβ − αÞ with
α being the mixing angle between h and H while
β ¼ tan−1ðv2=v1Þ. The negative (positive) sign in Eq. (5)
is for the up (down)-type fermions. The 3 × 3 matrices ρf

are in general complex and can break CP explicitly and/or
induce the flavor-changing processes. Note that the
Yukawa coupling for h is reduced to the SM in the limit
of cβ−α → 0 (alignment limit). In the current study, we
consider the case in which ρutt, ρdbb, and ρ

e
ee are nonzero and

set all other ρij ¼ 0 for simplicity. Furthermore, ρutt is
assumed to be real (for a complex ρtt case, see Ref. [16]).
As discussed below, the nonzero ρeee plays a pivotal role in
realizing a cancellation mechanism in EDM of the electron
[16]. Hereafter, we omit the superscripts of ρ’s for nota-
tional simplicity.
As demonstrated in Refs. [13,16], with a specific ansatz

for Y1;2, ρbb is given by1

ImðρbbÞ ¼ −
1

λb
Im½ðY1ÞbsðY2Þ�bs�: ð6Þ

Therefore, ρbb is correlated with the b − s changing
interactions in the symmetric phase, where the Higgs
VEVs are zero. This correlation is also confirmed in a
basis-invariant manner in Ref. [13]. Since we consider the
VEVs as the small perturbation in calculating the BAU
(VEV insertion approximation [18]), the CP-violating
source term arising from the b − s transitions takes the form

SCPV ¼ CBAUIm½ðY1ÞbsðY2Þ�bs�; ð7Þ

where CBAU denotes a dynamical factor for the scattering
processes among the bottom/strange quarks and bubble
wall (for the explicit form, see Refs. [15,16]). While this
baryogenesis mechanism is the same as in Ref. [14], the
correlation of Eq. (6) is unclear in [14], leading to different
phenomenological consequences. More explicitly, the
BAU-related CP violation seems correlated with ρbs rather
than ρbb so that there are no severe EDM constraints,
which is in stark contrast to our case and other work
[12,13,15,16]. In principle, ρbs EWBG could be possible as
is the case of ρtc EWBG discussed in Ref. [16]. To this end,
however, ρbs has to be Oð1Þ in magnitude, which is not
allowed experimentally.
We calculate the BAU using closed-time-path formalism

applied in Refs. [13–16,18,19].2 The relevant particle

1Since the exemplified Yukawa ansatz leads to massless
strange quark, we do not use it in our numerical calculation
and take more realistic Yukawa ansatz.

2While a lot of efforts have been made in developing the BAU
calculation using closed-time-path formalism [13–22], there still
exist theoretical challenges that prevent one from obtaining the
robust value (for a review, see, e.g., Ref. [4]).Theoretical
uncertainties are addressed when interpreting our results.
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number densities in our scenario are fQ3¼ntLþnbL;
T¼ntR ;B¼nbR;S¼nsR ;H¼nHþ

1
þnH0

1
þnHþ

2
þnH0

2
g, which

are expanded to the leading order in the chemical potential μ
as nb;f ¼ T2μkb;f=6, with bðfÞ being bosons (fermions).
One finds that kbðfÞ ¼ 2ð1Þ in the massless limit. The
coupled diffusion equations for those number densities in
the plasma frame are given by

∂μj
μ
Q3

¼ −ΓYt
ðξQ3

þ ξH − ξTÞ − Γ−
Mt
ðξQ3

− ξTÞ
− 2ΓssN5 þ SbL; ð8Þ

∂μj
μ
T ¼ΓYt

ðξQ3
þξH−ξTÞþΓ−

Mt
ðξQ3

−ξTÞþΓssN5; ð9Þ

∂μj
μ
H ¼−ΓYt

ðξQ3
þ ξH − ξTÞþΓYbs

ðξQ3
− ξH − ξSÞ−ΓHξH;

ð10Þ

∂μj
μ
B ¼ ΓssN5; ð11Þ

∂μj
μ
S ¼ ΓssN5 − SbL; ð12Þ

where ξi ¼ ni=ki, N5 ¼ 2ξQ − ξT − ξS − 8ξB, and ∂μj
μ
i ¼

_ni −Di∇2ni with Di denoting a diffusion constant. SbL
denotes the CP-violating source term induced by ðY1;2Þbs
while ΓYt

, Γ−
Mt
, ΓH, and Γss are the rates by top-Higgs

interactions, top-bubble wall interactions, Higgs number-
violating interactions, and strong sphaleron [23], respec-
tively. Since ΓYt

, Γss ≫ Γ−
Mt
, the above coupled equations

can be reduced to a single differential equation for H
[14,22,24]: _H − D̄∇2Hþ Γ̄H − S̄þOð1=Γss; 1=ΓYt

Þ ¼ 0,
where S̄¼kHðkQ3

−7kTþkBÞSbL=ðaþbÞwith a¼kHð9kQ3
þ

9kTþkBÞ and b ¼ 9kQ3
kT þ kQ3

kB þ 4kTkB (for D̄ and Γ̄,
see Ref. [14]). After transforming from the plasma frame to
the wall rest frame (z → z̄ ¼ zþ vwt with vw being the
bubble wall velocity), SbLðz̄Þ ∝ vwΔβ=Lw, where Δβ is a
variationofβ during theEWPTandLw the bubblewallwidth.
One can find the total left-handed number density as

nLðz̄Þ ≃
r2v2w
ΓssD̄

�
1 −

Dq

D̄

�
Hðz̄Þ þOð1=ΓYÞ; ð13Þ

where r2 ¼ kHk2Bð5kQ3
þ 4kTÞðkQ3

þ 2kTÞ=a2 and Dq is
the quark diffusion constant. Assuming that Γ̄ðz̄Þ is
nonzero and constant for z̄ > 0, one gets Hðz̄Þ≃
evwz̄=D̄kHLwSbL

ffiffiffi
a

p
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðΓ−

Mt
þΓHÞðkHðaþbÞD̄Þ

q
, where we

also take the limits of 4D̄ Γ̄ ≫ v2w and Lw

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ̄=D̄

p
≪ 1. To

leading order in our calculation, the Lw dependence in the
Hðz̄Þ dependence drops out since SbL ∝ 1=Lw.
After solving a diffusion equation for the baryon number

density (nB) [19,20,25], one finds

nB ¼ −3ΓðsymÞ
B

2Dqλþ

Z
0

−∞
dz0nLðz0Þe−λ−z0 ; ð14Þ

with λ� ¼ ½vw �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2w þ 4RDq

q
�=2Dq, ΓðsymÞ

B is the B-

changing rate via sphaleron in the symmetric phase,

and R ¼ 15ΓðsymÞ
B =4.

One comment on an approximation adopted in Ref. [14]
is that the CP-conserving source term induced by ðY1;2Þbs
is treated as the next-to-leading order due to the fact that it
is smaller than the corresponding term induced by the top
quark, and thus neglected. However, naively, the numerical
impact of such a term may not be negligibly small. If so, the
BAU based on Ref. [14] would be overestimated. In our
numerical analysis, we regard the dropped term as the part
of the theoretical uncertainties and defer the improvement
of the BAU calculation to future work.
Note that EWBG becomes ineffective if vw approaches

zero or gets bigger than about the speed of sound in the
plasma (1=

ffiffiffi
3

p
≃ 0.58). In Refs. [26,27], however, it is

found that 0.1≲ vw ≲ 0.6 in the softly Z2 broken 2HDMs
(two Higgs doublet models), where the stronger EWPT
corresponds to larger vw. Since there is no serious study on
vw in the G2HDM, we take vw ¼ 0.4 as a reference value.
For a numerical estimate of nB, we take Dq ¼ 8.9=T,

ΓðsymÞ
B ¼ 5.4 × 10−6T, and Γss ¼ 3.2 × 10−3T with T being

the temperature.
We find the BAU-viable regions by requiring that YB ¼

nB=s should be greater than the observed value Yobs
B ¼

8.59 × 10−11 [28], where s denotes the entropy density.
The BAU can survive after the EWPT if the B-changing

process is sufficiently suppressed. The rough criterion of
the B preservation is given as vC=TC ≳ 1, where TC
denotes a critical temperature and vC is the Higgs VEV
at TC. In our numerical analysis, we calculate vC=TC using
a finite-temperature one-loop effective potential with ther-
mal resummation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Before showing the numerical results, we first outline the
experimental constraints relevant to our study. The ρbb
coupling is constrained by several existing measurements
such as Higgs signal strengths, the branching ratio of
B → Xsγ [BðB → XsγÞ], EDM, and the asymmetry of the
CP asymmetry between charged and neutral BðB → XsγÞ
decay (ΔACP).
First we consider constraints from Higgs signal strength

measurements. The presence of nonzero cβ−α and ρij modify
the h boson couplings yhff, as can be seen from Eq. (3). As a
result ρbb receives a stringent constraint if cβ−α is nonzero.
For our analysis we incorporate the Run-2 combined
measurements of Higgs boson couplings by CMS [29].
The result is based on

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV pp collision with
35.9 fb−1 (2016 data) and summarizes different signal
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strengthsμfi for a specific decaymode i → h → f. The signal
strength μfi is defined as

μfi ¼ σiBf

ðσiÞSMðBfÞSM
¼ μiμ

f; ð15Þ

where σi is the production cross section for i → h and
Bf is the branching ratio for h → f, with i ¼ ggF;
VBF; Zh;Wh; tth and f ¼ γγ; ZZ;WW; ττ; bb; μμ. We fol-
low Refs. [10,30–32] for the expressions of different μfi . In
particular, we take two production modes, gluon fusion
(ggF) and vector boson fusion (VBF) in our analysis. We
find that for the ggF category, the sensitive decay modes are
μγγggF, μ

ZZ
ggF, μ

WW
ggF , and μττggF, while they are μγγVBF, μ

WW
VBF, and

μττVBF for VBF; these can be found from Table 3 of Ref. [29].
Additionally, we also consider the recent observation of
h → bb̄ in Vh production by ATLAS [7] and CMS [8]. In
order to determine the constraint onρbb, we combine all these
measurements and refer to them together as “Higgs signal
strength measurements.”
We now turn our attention to the BðB → XsγÞ constraint.

BðB → XsγÞ receives contributions from charged Higgs
and top quark loop, which modifies the leading order (LO)

Wilson coefficient Cð0Þ
7;8 at the matching scale μ. At the

matching scale μ ¼ mW the LO Wilson coefficients are
defined as

Cð0Þ
7;8ðmWÞ ¼ Fð1Þ

7;8ðxtÞ þ δCð0Þ
7;8ðμWÞ; ð16Þ

where xt ¼ ðm̄tðmWÞ=mWÞ2, m̄tðmWÞ MS running mass of

top at mW , and Fð1Þ
7;8ðxÞ can be found in Ref. [33] (see also

Ref. [34]). The second term in Eq. (16) arises from
the charged Higgs contribution, which is, at LO, expressed
as [35]

δCð0Þ
7;8ðmWÞ ≃

jρttj2
3λ2t

Fð1Þ
7;8ðyHþÞ − ρttρbb

λtλb
Fð2Þ
7;8ðyHþÞ; ð17Þ

with yHþ ¼ ðm̄tðmWÞ=mHþÞ2, while the expression for

Fð2Þ
7;8ðyHþÞ is given in Ref. [33]. In order to find the constraint

on ρbb, we follow the prescription of Ref. [36] and define

Rexp ¼
BðB → XsγÞexp
BðB → XsγÞSM

: ð18Þ

The current world average ofBðB → XsγÞexp extrapolated to
photon energy cut E0 ¼ 1.6 GeV is ð3.32� 0.15Þ × 10−4

[37], while the next-to-next-to-LO prediction in SM for the
same photon energy cut isBðB→XsγÞSM¼ð3.36�0.23Þ×
10−4 [38]. We then demand Rtheory ¼ BðB → XsγÞG2HDM=
BðB → XsγÞSM based on our LO calculation. We take the
matching scale and low-energy scale as mW and m̄bðmbÞ,

respectively, and demand Rtheory does not exceed 2σ error
of Rexp.
Recently, ACME Collaboration put a new constraint on

electron EDM (de), jdej < 1.1 × 10−29 e cm [39], which is
themost sensitive constraint on ImðρbbÞ.3 As widely studied,
the two-loop Barr-Zee diagrams [44] are the leading con-
tributions to de in the 2HDM [45]. It is found that our
ρbb-EWBG scenario would virtually be excluded by the new
de boundunless the cancellationmechanismor the alignment
limit are invoked [16]. In the former case, for example, one
gets jdej ¼ 1.8 × 10−29 e cm for Imρbb ¼ 0.1. This can be
made smaller than the current experimental upper bound by
turning on ρee as Reρee ¼ 0 and 0.06≲ Imρee=ðλeλbÞ≲ 0.3
that induce other Barr-Zee diagrams with the opposite sign.
In the latter case, all the EDM contributions are simply
decoupled. In what follows, we assume the former in which
phenomenological consequences are rich.
The direct CP asymmetry ACP [46] of B → Xsγ also

offers a very sensitive probe for ImðρbbÞ. However, it has
been proposed [47] that ΔACP, i.e., the asymmetry of the
CP asymmetry for the charged and neutral B → Xsγ decay
is even more powerful for probing CP violating effects.
ΔACP is defined as [47]

ΔACP ¼ AB−→X−
s γ −AB0→X0

sγ
≈ 4π2αs

Λ̃78

mb
Im

�
C8

C7

�
; ð19Þ

where Λ̃78 is a hadronic parameter and αs is the strong
coupling constant at m̄bðmbÞ. Recently, a Belle experiment
reported that ΔACP ¼ ðþ3.69� 2.65� 0.76Þ% [48],4

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second
one is systematic. In order to find the excluded region for
ρbb, we utilize Eq. (19), and allow a 2σ error on the
measured value ofΔACP. In finding the constraint, we have
utilized the LO Wilson coefficients as in Eq. (16) as first
approximation. The hadronic parameter Λ̃78 is expected
to be ∼ΛQCD and estimated to be in the range of 17 MeV <
Λ̃78 < 190 MeV [47]. In our analysis we take the average
value of Λ̃78 ¼ 89 MeV as a reference value. We remark
that this constraint heavily depends on the value of Λ̃78 and
becomes weaker for the smaller values of Λ̃78.

IV. RESULTS

For illustration we set cβ−α ¼ 0.1 and assume that
mH ¼ mA ¼ mH� ¼ 600 GeV; however, the impact of

3We have confirmed that neutron and Mercury EDMs in our
scenario are smaller than the current experimental bounds [40,41]
by two- and one-order magnitudes, respectively, where the
estimates are based on Refs. [42,43]. Note that a cancellation
scenario described below does not change this situation.

4We are grateful to Akimasa Ishikawa for pointing out the
changed central value and errors of ΔACP in the latest version of
Ref. [48].
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other choices will be discussed in a later part of this paper.
Furthermore, we take tan β ¼ 1 and M ¼ 400 GeV, where
M is a mixing mass parameter of the two Higgs doublet
in a generic basis. This parameter choice corresponds to
λ1 ¼ 4.7, λ2 ¼ 2.4, λ3 ¼ 3.7, λ4 ¼ λ5 ¼ −3.3, and λ6 ¼
λ7 ¼ 0 with the notation of Ref. [15].5 With this choice, we
have TC ¼ 112.4 and vðTCÞ ¼ 191.3 GeV. For the input
parameters for the YB calculation, we take the parameters
employed in Refs. [15,16]. One comment we should make
here is that YB is linearly proportional to Δβ. Since its
numerical value is unknown in the current model, we infer
it from the results in the minimal supersymmetric standard
model, i.e., Δβ ¼ Oð10−4 − 10−2Þ [50]. Note that Δβ tends
to be suppressed in the SM-like limit, which is realized by
the large mA limit. In the 2HDM, however, the SM-like
limits are controlled by both the heavy Higgs spectrum and
cβ−α. Since we do not take the exact alignment limit
(cβ−α ¼ 0), Δβ would not be so suppressed compared to
the minimal supersymmetric standard model case with the
same value of mA. With this consideration, we take jΔβj ¼
0.015 as a reference value.
In Fig. 1, the BAU-viable regions are shown with the

current experimental constraints discussed above. We take
ρtt ¼ λt (left panel) and 0.1 (right panel), respectively. The
regions of jImðρbbÞj ≳ 0.058 give YB=Yobs

B > 1, which are
indicated by the blue solid contours. Note that the regions
of ReðρbbÞ≷ 0 and ImðρbbÞ≷ 0 correspond to Δβ≷ 0,
respectively. The shaded regions in gray (purple) are
ruled out by the Higgs signal strength measurements

[BðB → XsγÞ] at the 2σ level, while the 2σ exclusion
limits of ΔACP are indicated by the red dash-dotted curves
(with the regions above the dash-dotted curve excluded). In
our analysis, we symmetrized the errors in the Higgs signal
strength measurements for simplicity. One can see that the
EWBG-viable regions are rather limited by these current
experimental constraints. For ρtt ¼ λt, the regions con-
forming ImðρbbÞ ≳ 0.058 are excluded by ΔACP measure-
ment [Fig. 1 (left)]; however, negative ImðρbbÞ can still
sustain YB=Yobs

B > 1, but jImðρbbÞj cannot be ≳0.1. Note
that in Fig. 1 (left), the ΔACP constraint excludes the
EWBG-viable regions for ImðρbbÞ > 0. This is because of
the nonzero and positive central values of the Belle ΔACP
measurement [48] and our choice of real and positive ρtt ¼
λt in the left panel of Fig. 1. For example, if one chooses
ρtt ¼ −λt, the ΔACP constraint would exclude EWBG-
viable regions for ImðρbbÞ < 0, however, would allow the
parameter space for ImðρbbÞ > 0. If ρtt ¼ 0.1, on the other
hand, jImðρbbÞj can reach around 0.2 and the EWBG-viable
regions are expanded [Fig. 1 (right)]. Note that ΔACP does
not give any useful bounds in this case. We note in passing
that if we do not assume the cancellation mechanism
for de, the current bound would exclude the regions of
jImðρbbÞj≳ 0.06, excluding the most EWBG-viable
regions. We further remark that the current constraints in
Fig. 1, heavily depend on cβ−α, ρtt, and mH� . For example,
in the alignment limit, the constraint from Higgs signal
strength measurements, i.e., the gray shaded region, would
vanish. This is clear from the expression of yfhij [see
Eq. (3)], where the terms proportional to ρij are modulated
by cβ−α. Moreover, BðB → XsγÞ and ΔACP do not depend
on cβ−α, and the constraints from them will remain even for
cβ−α ¼ 0. However, these two constraints vanish if ρtt ¼ 0

and/or mH� becomes too heavy. In such special case, i.e.,

FIG. 1. YB=Yobs
B ¼ 1 contours (blue solid contours) and the 2σ excluded limits of the Higgs signal strengths (gray shaded regions),

BðB → XsγÞ (purple shaded regions), and ΔACP (red dash-dotted curves) are shown, respectively. We take cβ−α ¼ 0.1,
mH ¼ mA ¼ mH� ¼ 600 GeV, ρtt ¼ λt (left), and ρtt ¼ 0.1 (right).

5It is found that λ1ðQÞ > 4π at Q ¼ 2.7 TeV and the Landau
pole occurs at Q ¼ 7.4 TeV using one-loop renormalization
equations. Such a low cutoff is a generic consequence of the
strong first-order EWPT in 2HDMs [12,27,49].
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when ρtt ¼ 0 and cβ−α ¼ 0, the constraint on jImðρbbÞj
could be milder.
Now we discuss future prospects. The future measure-

ments of these observables from Belle-II, full HL-LHC
dataset (3000 fb−1) will also provide a very sensitive probe.
It will nonetheless be interesting to find out the parameter
space for ρbb assuming future projections of these con-
straints. In order to find the constraints from future
projections, we adopt two different scenarios. In the first
scenario (Scenario 1), we assume the central values of the
future measurements for all these constraints are the same
as in SM, while in the second scenario (Scenario 2) the
central values are assumed to remain the same as in the
current measurements. The parameter spaces for ρbb with

the projections in Scenario 1 are summarized in
Fig. 2, while the projections with Scenario 2 are shown
in Fig. 3.
Let us discuss the impact of these future projections in

detail. The full HL-LHC dataset is expected to measure μγγggF,
μZZggF, μ

WW
ggF , μ

γγ
VBF, and μ

WW
VBF very precisely, leading to a very

stringent constraint on ρbb. For example, with an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1, the projected relative uncertainties
by ATLAS and CMS [51,52] are ∼5% for μγγggF, μ

ZZ
ggF, μ

WW
ggF ,

and ∼10% for μγγVBF, μ
WW
VBF, respectively. We find the 2σ

orange dot-dashed contours in Figs. 2 and 3, assuming
Scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. In addition to these limits,
ILC could measure [53] the hbb coupling at 1.1% (1σ)

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but future experimental sensitivities of HL-LHC (orange dash-dotted curves), ILC (black dotted curves), and
Belle-II [green solid curves for BðB → XsγÞ and red dotted curves for ΔACP] are also overlaid. The central values for the future
projection are assumed to be the same as in SM (Scenario 1).

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 but the central values for the future projection is assumed to be the same as in the current measurements
(Scenario 2).
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accuracy (relative to its SM value) in the 250 GeV program
(2 ab−1 data).We show this projected limit (2σ exclusion) by
the black dotted contours in Figs. 2 and 3.
Belle-II will also provide a stringent constraint. The

projected 2σ exclusions from BðB → XsγÞ are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 by green solid contours, while the projection
for ΔACP is shown by red dashed contours. In finding these
contours, we adopted a similar strategy as in the HL-LHC
projection of the Higgs signal strength measurements and
take two different scenarios for central values. For
BðB → XsγÞ, we utilize the 3.2% relative uncertainty for
Belle-II with 50 ab−1 data [54] in our analysis. This
projected uncertainty is for the leptonic tag BðB → XsγÞ
and is smaller than the hadronic tag or the combination of
the both. On the other hand, the projected Belle-II
(50 ab−1) absolute uncertainty for ΔACP is 0.3% [54].
It is clear that the future measurements offer excellent

tests for EWBG via bottom transport. These future mea-
surements may indeed discover ρbb driven EWBG. A
discovery (5σ) would be intriguing. However, it would
require larger ρbb compared to the projected exclusion
limits (2σ) of the different measurements as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. A large part of the EWBG-viable regions can
be probed by these future measurements. For example, in
Scenario 1, if ρtt ¼ λt (left panel of Fig. 2), constraints from
HL-LHC (orange dot-dashed contours) and ILC-250 (black
dotted contours) mutually exclude the regions required for
YB=Yobs

B > 1. Additionally, in this scenario, red dashed
contours from future ΔACP measurements lie below
jImðρbbÞj ¼ 0.058. However, if ρtt ∼ 0.1, there exist
regions where jImðρbbÞj≳ 0.058. The situation becomes
completely different for Scenario 2. In this scenario, HL-
LHC, ILC-250, and ΔACP mutually exclude all of the
regions that can support YB=Yobs

B > 1 both for ρtt ∼ λt and
ρtt ∼ 0.1. This can easily be seen from Fig. 3.6 However, we
stress again that the excluded regions from future projec-
tions depend on the assumptions made on the parameters
while generating Figs. 2 and 3. As discussed earlier, the
constraints from HL-LHC Higgs signal strength measure-
ments and ILC-250 vanish if cβ−α ¼ 0. Besides, the
constraints from BðB → XsγÞ and ΔACP would also vanish
if ρtt ¼ 0 and mH� becomes heavy. In such scenarios,
there exist finite parameter spaces for jImðρbbÞj to sustain
YB=Yobs

B > 1.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

The interpretation of the EWBG-viable regions needs
some caution. As discussed in Ref. [15], the BAU is subject

to significant theoretical uncertainties (see also Ref. [4]).
For example, we make use of the VEV insertion approxi-
mation that may lead to the overestimated BAU. Likewise,
as mentioned above, ignorance of the CP-conserving term
induced by the ðY1;2Þbs could also yield the overestimated
BAU. In addition to those computational issues, the
impreciseness of the input parameters are also the source
of the theoretical uncertainties. In particular, if Δβ is found
to be 1 order of magnitude smaller than the value we take
here, the BAU would get smaller by 1 order ofmagnitude,
eliminating the EWBG-viable regions. Furthermore, there
exists a discrepancy between the CP-violating source term
calculated by our method and the one by semiclassical
force [12] (see also Ref. [25]). Since the former is first order
in derivative while the latter is second in derivative, the
BAU obtained by the latter scheme would become lower.
Therefore, improvement of the BAU calculation is crucially
important for the test of the scenario. If ρbb turns out to be
deficient to drive the sufficient BAU in a more refined
calculation, the ρtt=ρtc EWBG discussed in Ref. [16] would
be the unique mechanism for baryogenesis in the G2HDM
by virtue of its wider viable parameter space. Nonetheless,
the definitive conclusion cannot be made until the refined
BAU calculation is available.
The constraints from BðB → XsγÞ and ΔACP measure-

ments can probe a significant portion of the EWBG-viable
parameter space. The ΔACP measurement with the full
Belle-II 50 ab−1 dataset can probe jImðρbbÞj≳ 0.1 in
Scenario 1 or even can rule out the entire BAU-viable
region completely in Scenario 2, even for ρtt ∼ 0.1.
Although our assumptions on the central values for future
measurements (i.e., Scenario 1 and Scenario 2) are very
indicative, however, we stress that the program should be
revisited after the actual future measurements. The recent
measurements of ACP and isospin violating asymmetry
(Δ0þ) of B → K�γ decay by Belle [55] may also provide a
complementary probe for ImðρbbÞ, although the theoretical
predictions of these observables in general suffer from
sizable uncertainties [56].
EDM probes could come into play if their measurements

are significantly improved or newly available. For example,
proton EDM, which is expected to reach ∼10−29 e cm at
Brookhaven National Laboratory [57], could give a good
opportunity to confirm our scenario since our prediction is
around 10−28 e cm. Follow-up studies along this line are
worth pursuing.
The future updates from HFLAV for the global average

of BðB → XsγÞ would also play a major role in con-
straining the BAU-viable region, if ρtt is not vanishingly
small. In this regard, we remark that the Bq − B̄q (q ¼ d, s)
mixing [35] and the recent discovery of tt̄h [58,59] would
provide independent probes [32] for ρtt.
The Higgs signal strength measurements at HL-LHC

would be complementary in probing ρbb regardless of the
value of ρtt; however, cβ−α should not bevery small. It should

6Note that the other orange contour lies in the right-hand side
of the existing orange contour beyond the range shown in Fig. 3
(right). Besides, the red dashed contours for the future ΔACP
measurement lie far below ImðρbbÞ ¼ 0. Hence, HL-LHC, ILC-
250, and future ΔACP mutually exclude the entire BAU-viable
regions in Fig. 3 (right).
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be noted that jImðρbbÞj cannot be too large for nonzero cβ−α.
The current limit on theh boson totalwidthΓh < 0.013 GeV
(95% C.L.) [1] sets the upper limit on jρbbj if cβ−α ≠ 0.
Utilizing this limit we find that for ReðρbbÞ ¼ 0 and
cβ−α ¼ 0.1, jImðρbbÞj ≲ 0.36 at 95% C.L. In determining
the upper limit on jImðρbbÞjwe used the LOdecaywidth ofh
for simplicity.We also remark that, as the Run 1 combination
[60], a Run 2 combined fit of ATLAS and CMSHiggs signal
strengths would be more indicative. Further, our study
illustrates that the ILC 250 GeV run might probe ρbb better
than HL-LHC. It is not surprising that ILC, even its 250 GeV
program, presents a better probe for NP in bottom Yukawa
than HL-LHC.
Also, LHC might offer direct detection of ρbb driven

EWBG. A nonzero ImðρbbÞ induces the gg → bb̄AðHÞ →
bb̄ZHðAÞ process if mA > mH þmZ (mH > mA þmZ).
This process provides a unique probe for the EWBG, even
for cβ−α ¼ 0 and/or ρtt ¼ 0. Notwithstanding, if cβ−α
is not too small, a direct detection program can cover
gg → bb̄A → bb̄Zh. A discovery would be intriguing.
Furthermore, for moderate values of ρtt, gg → tt̄A=tt̄H →

tt̄bb̄ with leptonic decays of at least one top, and A=H →
bb̄ could be interesting. These would be studied elsewhere.
In conclusion, motivated by the recent discovery of

Higgs boson decay to bottom quarks, we have analyzed the
possibility of EWBG by extra bottom Yukawa ρbb in the
G2HDM. After satisfying all existing constraints, we found
that indeed ρbb can generate successful BAU; however,
jImðρbbÞj is required to be ≳0.058. For a wide range of
parameter space, future measurements from Belle-II, Higgs
signal strengths at HL-LHC, and ILC will provide exquisite
probes for such a scenario. If the additional scalar and
pseudoscalar are in the sub-TeV range, the program can
also be covered by direct searches at LHC.
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